Abstract. For the first time since the establishment of TCP and UDP, the Internet transport layer is subject to a major change by the introduction of QUIC. Initiated by Google in 2012, QUIC provides a reliable, connection-oriented low-latency and fully encrypted transport. In this paper, we provide the first broad assessment of QUIC usage in the wild. We monitor the entire IPv4 address space since August 2016 and about 46% of the DNS namespace to detected QUIC-capable infrastructures. Our scans show that the number of QUIC-capable IPs has more than tripled since then to over 617.59 K. We find around 161K domains hosted on QUIC-enabled infrastructure, but only 15K of them present valid certificates over QUIC. Second, we analyze one year of traffic traces provided by MAWI, one day of a major European tier-1 ISP and from a large IXP to understand the dominance of QUIC in the Internet traffic mix. We find QUIC to account for 2.6% to 9.1% of the current Internet traffic, depending on the vantage point. This share is dominated by Google pushing up to 42.1% of its traffic via QUIC.
Introduction
Recent years have fostered the understanding that TCP as the de-facto default Internet transport layer protocol has become a technological bottleneck that is hard to update. This understanding is rooted in the fact that optimizing throughput is no longer a key concern in the Internet, but optimizing latency and providing encryption at the transport has become a concern. The focus on latency results from shifted demands (e.g., by interactive web applications) and is currently proposed to be addressed in part by TCP extensions at the protocol level, e.g., TCP Fast Open [15] or Multipath TCP [16] . While optimizing latency there is an additional demand to also provide an encrypted transport, typically realized by TLS on top of TCP. Since this additional encryption adds additional latency, further optimizations address this latency inflation, e.g., 0-RTT in the upcoming TLS 1.3 standard [17] . While these approaches present clear advantages, their deployment is currently challenged by middleboxes and legacy systems.
Google's Quick UDP Internet Connections (QUIC) protocol [10] aims to address these shortcomings in a new way. Like TCP, it provides a connection-oriented, reliable, and in-order byte stream. Yet unlike TCP, it enables stream multiplexing over a single connection while optimizing for latency. By fully encrypting already at the transport layer, QUIC provides security and excludes (interfering) middlebox optimizations; thereby paving the way for a rapidly evolving transport layer. By implementing QUIC in user space on top of UDP, its ability to rapidly update and customize a transport per application has yet unknown consequences and motives measurements. It was first introduced to Chromium in 2012 and has undergone rapid development and high updaterate since then-as we will partly show in our measurements. Since 2016, the IETF QUIC working group [2] is working on its standardization. Google widely enabled QUIC for all of its users in January 2017 [10, 18] , motivating our study capturing its first 9 months of general deployment. Yet, in contrast to TCP and TLS, there is very limited tool support to analyze QUIC and the academic understanding is currently limited to protocol security [7, 8, 12] and performance [3, 5, 9, 10] .
In this paper, we complement these works by providing the first large-scale analysis of the current QUIC deployments and its traffic share. To assess the QUIC deployment, we regularly probe the entire IPv4 space for QUIC support since August 2016. In our scans, we observe a growing adoption on QUIC reaching 617.59 K IPs supporting QUIC in October 2017, of which 53.53% (40.71%) are operated by Google (Akamai). We additionally probe the complete set of .com/.net/.org domains as well as the Alexa Top 1M list, i.e., around 46% of the domain name space [20] . To assess the traffic share that these deployments generate, we analyzed traffic traces from three vantage points: i) 9 months of traffic in 2017 on a transit link to an ISP (MAWI dataset [13] ), ii) one day in August 2017 at a European tier-1 ISP, representing edge (DSL + cellular) and backbone traffic, and iii) one day in August 2017 at a large European IXP. In these networks, QUIC accounts for 2.6% -9.1% of the monitored traffic. The observed traffic is largely contributed by Google (up to 98.1% in the ISP) and only marginally by Akamai (0.1% in the ISP and 59.9% in the IXP), despite having a large number of QUIC-capable IPs. Our contributions are as follows.
-We analyze the development and deployment of QUIC in the IPv4 Internet.
-We present the first view on QUIC deployment and traffic outside of Google's network from three different vantage points. -We build and together with this paper publish tools to: Enumerate QUIC hosts and tools to massively grab and decode QUIC protocol parameters. -We publish all our active measurement data and future scans on [1] . Structure. Section 2 introduces the QUIC handshake as a basis for our host enumeration. Section 3 presents our view on QUIC in IPv4 and in three large TLDs as well as the tools that drive our measurements. Section 4 shows how QUIC reshapes traffic in local and ISP/IXP networks. Section 5 discusses related works and Section 6 concludes the paper.
An Introduction to QUIC's Handshake
We first introduce the QUIC connection establishment phase that we utilize in our measurements for host enumeration and certificate grabbing. For a broader discussion of QUIC's features and design choices we refer to [10] . We focus on the QUIC early deployment draft as the IETF draft is not yet fully specified.
One of QUIC's main features is a fast connection establishment: In the ideal case, when cached information of a prior connection is available, it does not even take a single round-trip (0-RTT) to send encrypted application data. Yet, in the worst case (without prior connections as in our measurements), QUIC needs at least three round-trips as shown in Figure 1 and explained next. Clients initiate a connection using a Client Hello (CHLO)(1) including the QUIC version it desires to use. In case the server does not support this version, it may send a version negotiation packet (2) enabling the client to choose from a list of supported versions for a second try. We will utilize packet (1) to quickly probe for QUIC-capable hosts with only a single packet exchange and analyze their supported versions provided in (2) . Using a supported version, the client may advance in the handshake by sending another CHLO (3), without prior communication, it does not possess enough information about the server to establish a valid connection. The server supplies the necessary information (4), in one or multiple exchanges (i.e., (3) and (4) may be repeated until all required data is available). In these step(s), the client will be given a signed server config (SCFG) including supported ciphers, key exchange algorithms and their public values, and among other things the certificates authenticating the host. We will utilize these information to analyze the server-provided certificates. With this information, the client can issue another CHLO (5) including enough information to establish a connection, the client may even send encrypted data following the CHLO which depicts the optimal case for a 0-RTT connection establishment. Following the CHLO, the server acknowledges (6) the successful connection establishment with a Server Hello (SHLO), containing further key/value-pairs enabling to fully utilize the connection.
Availability: QUIC Server Infrastructures
We start by analyzing the availability of QUIC in the Internet, i.e., how many IPs, domains, and infrastructures support QUIC. If not stated otherwise, the results are based on scan data obtained in the first week of October 2017.
Enumerating QUIC IPv4 Hosts
IP Scan Methodology. To quickly probe the entire IPv4 space for QUIC capable hosts, we extend ZMap [6] , which enables to rapidly enumerate IPv4 addresses. To identify QUIC hosts, we use QUIC's version negotiation feature (see Section 2). As QUIC is build to enable rapid protocol development and deployment, negotiation of a supported version (i.e., supported by client and server) is fundamental to its design. That is, the protocol requires to announce a version identifier in the initial packet sent from the client to the server. In case the version announced by the client is not supported by the server, it sends a version negotiation packet. This packet lists all supported versions by the server, enabling the client to find a common version that is used in a subsequent handshake. We leverage this feature and sent a valid handshake message containing a version that is likely to be unsupported by the other party, i.e., by including a version that is not reserved and does not follow the current pattern.In response, the server will not be able to continue the handshake as both versions do not match, thus, it will send a version negotiation packet containing a list of its supported versions. Using an invalid version has the advantage that we not only enumerate valid QUIC hosts but also gain further insights about the server, namely the list of its supported versions. We declare an IP as QUIC-capable, if we either receive a valid version negotiation packet or a QUIC public reset packet (comparable to a TCP RST). We build and publish [1] ZMap modules implementing this behavior enabling rapid enumeration of QUIC hosts in the IPv4 space.
QUIC Hosts. Figure 2 shows that the total number of QUIC-capable IPs (sum of stacked area) has more than tripled from 186. To classify the remaining 35.54 K hosts, we executed TCP HTTP GET / on port 80 for these IPs. However, for 23.91 K IPs we could not get any data due to i/o timeouts. Apart from this, we find 7.34 K hosts announcing a LiteSpeed server string, a web server that added QUIC support in mid of July 2017 [11] . We find servers announcing gws (1.69 K) and AkamaiGHost (1.44 K), hinting at even more Google and Akamai installations. The fourth largest group of servers announces Caddy (356) as the server string, this server uses the quic-go [4] library and can also be used as a reverse proxy for other TCP-only servers. Takeaway. We observe a steady growth of QUIC-capable IPs, mainly driven by Google and Akamai. Few IPs already use third-party server implementations. QUIC Version Support. Since QUIC is under active development, it requires clients and servers to be regularly updated to support recent versions. To understand how the server infrastructure is updated, Figure 2 shows the number of hosts supporting a certain set of versions (recall: A host may support multiple versions!). The figure shows that many version combinations have a short lifespan in which old versions fade away and new versions appear. For example, hosts supporting version Q035 down to version Q030 switch to versions Q036,...,Q032, thus losing support for two versions. Yet, while some versions fade away, we also see that, e.g., version Q035 is supported by almost all hosts over the course of our dataset. Even though, to the end of our observations support for version Q036 is dropped. While this shows that some versions offer a long-term support, the figure also shows how vibrant the QUIC landscape is.
Given that some versions introduce radical protocol changes without backward compatibility, questions concerning the long-term stability of a QUIC-Internet are raised. On the one hand, the ability to easily update the protocol offers the possibility to quickly introduce new features and thereby to evolve the protocol. On the other hand, updating Internet systems is known to be notoriously hard. The vast amount of legacy systems raises the question of long-term compatibility-designing implementations to be easy to update is challenging. Takeaway. QUIC is currently subject to rapid development reflected in frequent version updates. Given its realization in user space at the application-layer, this property is likely to stay: future transports can be potentially updated as frequently as any other application. This motivates future measurements to assess the potentially highly dynamic future Internet transport landscape.
Enumerating QUIC Domain Names
Methodology. We develop a second tool that finishes the handshake and enables to further classify previously identified hosts and infrastructures. To account for mandatory Server Name Indication (SNI), it can present a hostname that is necessary for the server to deliver correct certificates when hosting multiple sites on a single server. We base our tool [1] on the quic-go [4] library which we extended to enable tracing within the connection establishment to extract all handshake parameters (see Figure 1) . IP-based Certificate Scan. In a first step, we cluster all QUIC-enabled IPs discovered in Section 3.1 by their X509 certificate hash. This step enables to better understand QUIC-enabled infrastructures. Since the server's hostname is unknown at the request time when enumerating the IPv4 address space, we present dummy domains (e.g., foo.com) to each IP and retrieve the X509 certificate. The retrieved certificate provides information on the domain names for which the certificate is valid, which can indicate the hosting infrastructure. We remark that this approach yields the default website that is configured at a server and will not identify different sites in the presence of SNI. In fact, we find that 216.64 K hosts require SNI and do not deliver a certificate (for which we account for when scanning domain zones later). different certificates for the probed 617.59 K QUIC IPs. The heavy-tailed distribution shows the top-five (ten) certificates already represent 95.41% (99.28%) of the IPs, most prominently Google and Akamai. We validated that these IPs actually belong to both companies by requesting content via TCP and HTTP on port 80 on the same hosts. We next assess QUIC support among domain names.
Probing complete domain lists. Presenting a non-existing SNI name in our previous measurement will miss any server that enforces to present a valid hostname, thus we next assess the QUIC support by probing complete domain name lists. That is, we probe all domains in the .com/.net/.org zone files and in the Alexa Top 1M list. These zones are available at Verisign [19] (.com/.net) and PIR [14] (.org). Together they contain more than 150M domains, i.e., about 46 % of the domain space [20] . We use zDNS to resolve the domains and for each successful resolution, we use our tool to check for QUIC support and to grab all parameters from the connection establishment. The whole process takes roughly 15 h and is thus feasible to run on a daily basis. Yet, as QUIC CHLO packets are padded to nearly fill the MTU, the scan easily saturates a 1Gbit link. Table 1 shows the QUIC-support in the .com/.net/.org zones as well as in the Alexa Top 1M list. We define QUIC-enabled domains as being able to initiate a QUIC handshake. A domain is tagged as Timeout when we received no response to our initial QUIC CHLO within 12 seconds, e.g., in the absence of QUIC support. We furthermore show some specific errors as well as DNS-failures.
Overall QUIC-support is very low. Depending on the zone, 0.06%-0.1% domains are hosted on QUIC-enabled hosts. Only 1.6% -2.44% of these domains present a valid X509 certificate. This questions how many domains actually deliver content via QUIC. Landing Page Content. Websites can utilize different server configuration and even different server implementations for different protocols. The successful establishment of QUIC connections does thus not imply that meaningful content is being served. To assess how many QUIC-capable domains deliver content similar to their HTTP 1.1/2 counterparts, we instruct Google's QUIC test client (part of the Chromium source) to download their landing page via QUIC. We then compare their content to their HTTP 1.1/2 counterparts which should be similar if these QUIC-capable domains are properly set up. We disabled certificate checks to probe all capable domains. Out of the probed 161K domains, 16K (9.8%) return no data and 33K (20.7%) > 1kB via QUIC. In case of the latter, 33K domains (22K served by Akamai) do deliver content similar to their HTTP 1.1/2 counterparts. We define similarity by structural HTML similarity (e.g., in the number of tags, links, images, scripts, ...) and require > 3 metrics to agree to define a web page to be similar. Domains delivering similar content over QUIC are thus in principle ready to be served by a QUIC-capable browser. To be discovered by a Chrome browser, they, however, need to present an alternative service (alt_srv) header via TCP-based HTTP(S) pointing to their QUIC counterpart. 11K domains present this header via HTTPS (5K hosted by Google and 0 by Akamai) and only 7 via HTTP. Thus a large share of the domains would not be contacted by a Chrome browser even though QUIC support is in principle available. The header further specifies the QUIC versions supported by the server, of which at measurement time Chrome requires QUIC version 39. Only 5K domains present this version in their alt_srv header, all hosted by Google. We remark that our content analysis only regards landing pages and does not account for additional assets (e.g., images or videos). Particularly CDNs offer dedicated products for media delivery, whose QUIC support can differ. Assessing their QUIC support in detail thus provides an interesting angle for future work. Takeaway. The limited number of X509 certificates retrieved in our IP-based scan hints at the small number of different providers currently using or experimenting with QUIC. Furthermore, only a small fraction of the monitored domains are hosted on QUICcapable infrastructures-an even smaller fraction can actually deliver valid certificates for the requested domains. Regardless, of the certificate, many QUIC-enabled domains do deliver their pages via QUIC. Yet in our measurements, many would not be contacted by a Chrome browser, either because of a non-present alt_srv header or insufficient version support. There is thus a big potential to increase QUIC support. We next study how this QUIC-support is reflected in actual traffic shares.
Usage: QUIC Traffic Share
We quantify the QUIC traffic share by analyzing three traces representing different vantage points: i) 9 months of traffic in 2017 on a transit link to an upstream ISP (MAWI dataset [13] ), ii) one day in August 2017 at a European tier-1 ISP, representing edge (DSL + cellular) and backbone traffic, and iii) the same day at a large European IXP. Traffic Classification. We use protocol and port information to classify HTTPS (TCP port 443), HTTP (TCP port 80), and QUIC (UDP port 443). We chose this classification since it is applicable to all of our traces: MAWI (PCAP header traces) and ISP + IXP (Netflow traces without protocol headers). We remark that this classification can i) miss protocol traffic on non-standard ports and can ii) wrongly attribute other traffic on the monitored ports. However, it still enables to report an upper bound on the protocol usage on standard ports. We show the per-trace traffic shares in Table 2 which we discuss next.
MAWI Backbone Trace. We start by analyzing traffic on a trans-Pacific WIDE backbone link provided by the MAWI working group [13] . We analyze anonymized header traces available at the MAWI repository (samplepoint F). The monitored link is a transit link connecting the WIDE backbone to an upstream ISP. The traces involve 15 minutes of traffic captured at 14h on each day. Each packet is caped to the first 96 bytes. We begin to analyze traffic on January 1 st 2017, since Google enabled QUIC for all of its Chrome and Google-developed Android App users in January 2017 [10] . Figure 4 shows the traffic volume until end of September 2017. The trace shows that the QUIC traffic share is 0.0% in January. This is in contrast to the Google report of having widely enabled QUIC in January, suggesting that the monitored user-base is not using Google products (e.g., Chrome) at the time, QUIC has not been enabled for this network or that traffic is routed differently. We observe the first QUIC traffic in February where the QUIC traffic share is at 3.9%. It continues to increase to 5.2% in March and reaches 6.7% in September. QUIC offers an alternative to TCP+TLS, which is the foundation of legacy HTTPS, its share is at around 44.9%, even the unencrypted version HTTP is still at around 28.0%. As the provided trace anonymizes destination and source addresses, we cannot attribute this traffic to infrastructures (e.g., Google or Akamai) or services (e.g., YouTube). We leave this analysis to the ISP trace for which we have AS-level information available. Takeaway. Within nine months after its general activation by Google, QUIC already accounts for a non-negligible traffic share, demonstrating its ability to evolve Internet transport.
European Tier-1 ISP. We obtained anonymized and aggregated Netflow traces from all border routers of a large European ISP for one day in August 2017. The Netflow traces were aggregated to 5-minute bins and all IP addresses were replaced by AS numbers before they were made available to us. Thus the traces do not reveal the behavior of individual users. The captured traffic contains i) edge traffic by DSL, ii) cellular customers, and iii) transit backbone traffic. Figure 5 shows the traffic volume (up-and downstream) over the course of 24 h by protocol and prominent infrastructures (the traffic volume (y-axis) has been removed at the request of the ISP). As our previous host-based analysis (see Section 3) showed that QUIC is mainly supported by Google and Akamai servers, we also show their traffic shares (according to their AS numbers). At first, we observe that QUIC traffic follows the same daily pattern as HTTP and HTTPS. On average QUIC accounts for 7.8% of the traffic with a standard deviation of σ: 1.0%. This deviation is similar to HTTP (σ: 1.2%) and HTTPS (σ: 1.4%) which account for 37.7% and 40.1% of the traffic, respectively.
The observed QUIC traffic is almost exclusively contributed by Google: They account for 98.1% of the overall observed QUIC traffic. Among all of Google's traffic, 39.1% is using QUIC (σ: 2.3%), peaking at 42.1%. This is a larger share than a global average of 32 % reported by Google in November 2016 [10] . Currently, QUIC is mainly supported by Google-developed applications (e.g., Chrome or the Youtube Android app). In the absence of QUIC libraries, third-party support is low (e.g., Opera has optional QUIC and Firefox no QUIC support). The availability of QUIC libraries thus has the potential to drastically improve client support and therefore increase QUIC's traffic share.
In contrast, Akamai only serves 0.1% of its traffic via QUIC-despite contributing a large portion of the overall QUIC-capable IPs (40.71%, see Section 3.1). This discrepancy between the number of IPs and the traffic share suggests that QUIC is not yet widely activated among all customers/products. Yet on average, Akamai accounts for 10.3% (HTTP) and 5.1% (HTTPS) of all traffic and thus, together with the fact that they already have a QUIC-capable infrastructure, has the potential to shift more traffic towards QUIC. A higher QUIC share has several implications, while QUIC and TCP are generally similar in nature, subtle differences in the protocols may influence the performance of 03 05 07 09 11 13 whole networks, e.g., by default QUIC uses larger initial congestion windows than those standardized for TCP by IETF and demands pacing for smoothing the traffic. Mobile ISP. The ISP supplied us with information which traffic is for their mobile (cellular) customers, which we show in Figure 6 . Please note that the reported mobile traffic is also contained in Figure 5 . In contrast to the entire network of the ISP, the mobile traffic shows a different traffic pattern: while its throughput also decreases over night, mobile traffic rapidly increases in the morning and stays rather constant over the course of the day. Apart from this, the average QUIC share in the mobile network of 9.1% (σ: 1.4%), the highest share among all traces ( see Table 2 ). In contrast, among the entire mobile Google traffic, only 34.0% (σ: 2.6%) is served via QUIC, lower than overall for the ISP. Also for mobile traffic, Akamai only serves a negligible share of its traffic via QUIC and thus has the potential increase the QUIC traffic share. Takeaway. QUIC traffic shares do (yet) not reflect server support. While Akamai operates a comparably large infrastructure in the number of QUIC-capable IPs, QUIC traffic is (still) almost entirely served by Google: this is likely to change. European IXP. We obtained sampled flow data of a large (European) IXP for the same day in August as for the ISP and show its traffic share in Figure 7 . We classify Google and Akamai traffic by customer port information-since both peer at the IXP-and plot their HTTP(S) and QUIC traffic shares similar to the ISP. On average QUIC accounts for 2.6% (σ: 1.0%) of the traffic, which is lowest share among all traces (see Tables 2). Unlike the ISP, the largest portion is now contributed by Akamai (59.9%) and we observe a lower share of Google traffic (33.1%)-recall that Google contributed 98.1% of the QUIC traffic at the ISP. Takeaway. (Per-CDN) traffic shares largely depend on the chosen vantage point.
Discussion. We observe different QUIC traffic shares at the ISP/IXP and particularly different shares of the QUIC traffic by Google / Akamai (relative to the overall traffic of each vantage point). These vantage point dependent differences are likely caused by different traffic engineering strategies since both providers peer at both vantage points. These differences highlight that observed traffic shares are in general highly vantage point dependent. Understanding the incentives for these different traffic engineering strategies is an interesting starting point for future research.
Related Work
QUIC Security. A first security analysis QUIC's key exchange is presented in [7] , followed by a later analysis of the complete protocol [12] . These works on the security analysis are complemented by presenting an attack vector in which the server config can be computed offline to impersonate the server [8] . QUIC Performance. An early performance comparison of QUIC and HTTP1 [3] indicates that QUIC can provide better goodput and lower page loading times as traditional HTTP1 over TCP. A more extensive evaluation in [5] also involves the comparison to HTTP2 and shows that QUIC can outperform HTTP2 over TCP/TLS, a finding that is supported by extensive evaluations in [9] . The reported performance experience by Google [10] shows that QUIC lowers the Google search latency by 3.6-8% and reduces YouTube rebuffering by 15-18%. We complement these works by providing the first broad assessment of QUIC usage in the wild and outside Google's network. We study both the QUIC-enabled infrastructures and its traffic shares from three vantage points.
Discussion and Conclusion
This paper presents the first broad assessment of QUIC, nine months after the general activation by Google for all of its users. We study both the available infrastructure in terms of the number of QUIC-capable IPs and domains and their traffic share at three vantage points. By probing the entire IPv4 address space, we find a steadily growing number of QUIC-enabled IPs which has tripled since August 2016 and reached 617.59 K in October 2017. This growth is mainly driven by Google and Akamai, which account for 53.53% and 40.71% of these IPs. When regularly probing ≈ 150M domains for QUIC support, we observe 161K capable domains of which 33K serve content similar to their HTTP1/2 counterparts and only 15K present valid certificates. Many (of the non-Google hosted) domains would not be contacted by a Chrome browser, either because of a non-present alternative service headers in HTTP(S) or insufficient version support. This infrastructure size does, however, not reflect their traffic share: depending on the vantage point, Google accounts for 98.1% (ISP) of the QUIC traffic and Akamai contributes 0.1% (ISP) to 59.9% (IXP), despite operating a similarly large number of QUIC-capable IPs. Given the factors that impede QUIC support, the QUIC traffic share is likely to increase in the future when being largely enabled at a wide range of infrastructures.
Realized as user space application-layer protocol, QUIC paves the way towards a rapidly evolving transport that can be updated as easily and as frequently as any application. This aspect is manifested in the short lifetime of QUIC versions observed in our measurements while the protocol is still under development. In light of these findings we expect a highly dynamic future Internet transport landscape to be studied and observed by future work.
